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Why in operando / in situ studies? 
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Opening of cells, risk of material 
changes, e.g. oxidation, short 
circuits, ... 





Cell behaviour is followed over 
several cycles or at different states, 
e.g. state of charge, temperatures, 
fatigue, aging, … 
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Lithium Concentration x in LixC6, Cells #2 to #4 
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Different Cell Geometries  Current Distribution 
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Non-Uniformity along z-axis 
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Investigation of Fatigue in LCO cells 
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Investigation of Fatigue in LCO cells 
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Deviations from plateau-like distribution 
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Conclusions / Summary 
Overall effects of fatigue and aging can be determined when 





Focusing on partial volumes reveals non-uniform behaviour: 
Cell geometry / layout, e.g. position of contacts 
Li-distribution correlated to current distribution 
 
Change of activity areas inside the cells due to aging/fatigue: 
In general reduction of active lithium, i.e. change of x in LixC6 
Areas of largest Li exchange differ for fresh and fatigued cells.  
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Level of electrolyte in fresh and fatigued cells 
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Video of electrolyte movement during cycling 
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Online @ KIT: “Battery at work, Li-Ionen Batterie” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICPzHO_1nQ8 
